
 

A WATERLOGGED SHOWER CASE, 
THE HIDDEN PROBLEMS



TERSO MR ® helps to preserve shower structures for a 
lifetime, by permanently reinforcing the settling 
movements, creating a frontline barrier from impurities 
and water intrusion underneath, preventing 
waterlogging, the leading cause of leaks, rot and decay 
in showers ultimately leading to needless demolition. 

The initial evaluation consists of identifying the weak 
points of water intrusion underneath the 
shower substrate. 



An elegant marble shower, with severe waterlog. How 
does it happen? The unseen water intrusion destroys the 
most durable materials in showers. 

TERSO MR is assisting in identifying, correcting, and 
preventing future waterlog in the new and existing 
shower structures, adding value and durability. Thus 
saving valuable resources.



The shower weak points where water and 
impurities will intrude and eventually 
waterlog, rot away and destroy the shower. 
The corner perimeters are the areas that 
become cracked and unstable when the usual 
new structure settles.



Water intrusion through grout, has 
already loosened, broken and shifted 
some of the marble tiles.



Calcium and impurities clogged drain weep 
holes underneath.



Notice the pattern where underneath moisture and 
water pressure has broken the grout on the floor and 
shower threshold leading the water and moisture 
outside of the shower through the substrate.



Plastic seal strips need replacing



Water and moisture has raised up and out of the shower, 
about two feet outside the shower floor substrate. Not 
visible on the surface.



For extra precautions is a good idea to apply a thin bead of 
silicone around top areas of shower mixer valves and fixtures 

Shower glass enclosures weak points for water to escape 
through. Shower glass enclosure need silicone around 
perimeter replaced.



The final results of a structurally sound shower reinforced 
by TERSO MR, we can say with great confidence it will 
stand the test of time.  

TERSO MR recommendation is to follow our simple surface 
care instructions, after the full preservation and waterlog in 
showers are corrected. Have TERSO MR every two to three 
years purify and seal the shower surface, or depending on 
the homeowner lifestyle and housekeeping methods. The 
TERSO MR surface service may not even be necessary that 
often.

THE FINAL RESULT



Contact TERSO MR for evaluations, our ability to find 
solutions, issue improvement and corrective action has 
led us to become the go-to consultants for premium 
Builders, Architects, Designers, Stone Suppliers, and 
their Clients.

BUILDING LIFETIME PARTNERSHIPS!
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